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 Survey of Historic Outfit is a simple text for visitors who want a synopsis and chronology of costume,
discussing the outfit of every era within its historical, cultural, and economic contexts.The most recent
edition of this bestseller provides the authors' analysis of Western outfit through 1996 and adds a number
of new features.
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" Well, you might as well not say anything. This is the required text for my History of Fashion course in
college and also the professor acknowledged that this is not a good book nonetheless it covers the time
frame that is covered in course. It'll say things like the "sleeves were lengthy or brief, puffy or tight.Very
poorly written and longer winded for no justification Poorly written textbook about what should be a
picture book with minimal amount of text. This book was a text book of my fashion history class. I am
deploying it for my outfit ... It had lots of information and was extremely interesting. I am using it for my
costume history class and I love it. Beautiful My daughter needed this for a college class and really wants
to maintain it on her behalf collection even though class is over . This book is super detailed. It's ok It had
been a required book for one of my classes. Other than I did discover important information This book
was a text book of my fashion history ... This book came in great condition. This book came in great
condition. This is a book that I will continue to reference for my costume making reasons for a long time.
She says its a great reference and ideal for any designers collection. Four Stars good condition! Five Stars
good The reason I purchased the book rather than renting it had been because it's so beautiful and would
make a great coffee table book Bought it for a fashion class, and used it to study. The reason why I
purchased the publication instead of renting it had been because it's so beautiful and would make an
excellent coffee table book. It would be an excellent housewarming present for a fashionista.
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